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Conifers and Climate Change

A

cross deep time, plate tectonics have shifted continents and uplifted mountains
which changed ocean currents and altered climate patterns. Around the world,
this variability has caused the composition of flora and fauna to repeatedly assemble
and reassemble across the landscape. Climatic changes occurred slowly, wherein certain species adapted to new ecologies, others migrated, and more still could not adjust and went extinct. Historical variations in climate and alterations in geography
have refined older species and nurtured the adaptive evolution of newer ones.
It is my hope that this book tells, in part, a history of these changes. Because conifers are one of the most ancient lineages of land plants, studying them in the field allows us to interpret their current and historic ecology through large-scale landscape
composition. Each range map imparts an understanding of that natural history
through distributional patterns. The importance of learning a species’ chosen environments, exploring its densest and healthiest population centers, or monitoring
peripheral range extensions cannot be understated. While exploring these environments, conifers will continue to share ancient stories through their phytogeography.
They are also chronicling contemporary climatic changes and the new messages are
dire. Now, due to human activities that are accelerating climate changes, we are witnessing unparalleled alterations in the ecological composition of species.
In an effort to meet the needs of our increasing global population, burning of fossil
fuels is releasing greenhouse gases into the atmosphere at alarming rates. When gases
like carbon dioxide or methane enter the atmosphere, they add more “insulation”
to the Earth’s system. The greenhouse effect is an amazing phenomenon—without
it we would not have life on Earth. But more insulation means more energy in the
Earth’s system and this is changing our climate faster, over a shorter period of time,
than ever before. Many plants and animals are finding it difficult to keep pace.
Conifers are (and always have been) harbingers of climatic changes because they
are often ecological outliers—living in environments that other plant families find
inhospitable. On the fringes of the hospitable, conifers are telling stories through
mortality and migration, advocating that we need to curb this rapid anthropogenic
warming. Among many factors contributing to the mortality or migration of conifers are decreasing moisture, increasing temperatures, lengthening growing seasons, invading native and non-native pathogens, desertification, and carbon dioxide
fertilization. Complex interactions, often synergistic, vary from mountain range to
mountain range and from species to species. These issues are complex and scientist
are just beginning to understand the outcomes, but conifers are playing a major role
in allowing us to interpret these changes.
Plants have an uncanny ability to allot energy for basic survival needs while at the
same time, reserving energy for reproduction events or as a line of defense against
pathogens. With climatic change, native and non-native pathogens are becoming
increasingly common where they historically were not. Because conifers have a tolerance for poor growing sites and harsh climates they tend to be ecological outliers
and are thus the quintessential harbingers. I will use five-needle pines as a regional
example as to why.
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As growing seasons lengthen with global warming, native bark beetles are finding early and late summer warmth
in the high country, allowing them to reproduce season
after season. Historically, bark beetles may have been able
to endure a growing season or two at high elevations, but
were always pushed back down-slope by cold cycles. This
is not true anymore—whitebark pines (Pinus albicaulis)
are dying rapidly from these repeated infestation events.
In fact, in 2012, Canada listed the whitebark pine as an
endangered species due, in part, to bark beetle caused mortality.
Arceuthobium monticola
Native dwarf mistletoes (Arceuthobium ssp.) are another example of a native parasite against which trees build a defense. Conifers have
co-evolved with mistletoes for millions of years, but now with an increase in stress
caused by decreased moisture, increased heat, and bark beetle attacks, trees often
have a decreased energy reserve for combating the spread of mistletoes. Another
5-needle pine, the western white pine (Pinus monticola), is struggling to survive in
the Klamath Mountains due to expanding mistletoe infestations.
One last example is the non-native pathogen white pine blister rust (Cronartium
ribicola), which is preying on already weakened 5-needle pines. Whitebark pines,
western white, and limber pine (Pinus flexilis) are slowly becoming infested across
the West. If a tree’s energy balance is compromised, it is deficient in resources for
seed production. While no seeds means no reproduction, it also impacts species like
Clark’s nutcrackers (Nucifraga columbiana) and grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) that utilize the high-elevation 5-needle pine nuts as a food source.
The loss of biodiversity in an ecosystem has dramatic results—many with outcomes that we are only beginning to understand. Changes to a community do not
affect just one species but all aspects of the system. Diversity promotes life, genetic
variation, and ultimately speciation events, which leads to more diversity. Where
are the whitebark pines that now survive on mountain tops going to go when “up”
is not an option? Where are the relict Brewer spruces going to migrate when the
Klamath Mountains become too warm? North isn’t an option unless this species is
transplanted by human hands—as some have suggested we do—into Canada.
There are many fundamental changes that must happen in order to curb the rapid
changes we are inflicting on the Earth. As far as I am concerned these changes are
not for you or me, but for future generations of plants, animals, and humans. As a
culture, we need to be able to see beyond the next Big Mac or new cell phone and
toward the future of our planet. With each passing day I realize we are experiencing
a spiritual emergency—we need to work together toward a planet-repairing utopia.
We need to spend less time shopping and more time seeking out mystical experiences that connect us to our Earth. My mysticism is found by interpreting the western
landscape and introducing myself to its conifers.
I hope you may be able to better “read” the Pacific Slope and its plants after using
and enjoying this book. Challenge yourself to get into the field, explore, and interpret new and old natural histories. You will be amazed by the stories you uncover.
Conifers of the Pacific Slope
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rowing up in the eastern deciduous forests of Virginia, I would stare out my
window in the winter, hooting for barred owls and wonder...why are some of
those trees still green? I nurtured my evergreen conifer fascination in the Appalachian Mountains during college and, upon graduation, landed a job teaching outdoor education in California. Sans family, alone in the West, I began to hang out
with giant sequoias and foxtail pines on weekends. The high country conifers of
southern California entertained me for many years until the temperate rainforest
eventually called me north. I now live in Kneeland, California, with my beautiful
wife, Allison, our son Sylas, and dog Skylar. I am a devoted teacher and—in my free
time—an explorer of wild places.

Michael about to disappear into the fog of the Kalmiopsis Wilderness

Also available from
Backcountry Press

Conifer Country

A natural history and hiking guide to 35
conifers of the Klamath Mountain region
An innovative natural history and
hiking guide using conifers as a lens to
explore the astounding plant diversity
in the Klamath Mountains.
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